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INTRODUCTION

UNLIMITED FLEXIBILITY 
Granuflex Kft. considers its primary mission to provide products 
and services which contribute  to the possibility, that our children 
can play, move and do sports

    safety being of paramount importance
    in attractive surroundings and
    in high quality circumstances.

All these considerations require continuous research and deve-
lopment. 

We have modern appearance, yet we maintain traditionally good 
quality in the wide range of our products. I hope our extensive newly 
developed products and the wide range of their use will be of inte-
rest to you. 

Géza Fejérváry 
General Manager
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INTRODUCTION

WIDE APPLICATION 
The complete GRANUFLEX® covering system can be applied excellently as

- safety tiles under playground equipment and nurseries,
- flexible sport coverings in sport areas of schools, homes of disabled people, 
- decorative, non slippery, safe covering around swimming pools, either indoor or outdoor,
- exclusive, noise absorbing, warm covering on floors and walls, on steps of indoor rooms for relaxing  
  and gymnastics...

…and in places, where the high elasticity, non-slippery, shock-absorbing capability, water permeability, weath-
er-proofness, easy repair, maintenance free capability are important considerations in selecting the proper 
type of covering. 

PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENT 
The raw material of GRANUFLEX® products – the rubber granules – is made of recycled rubber tires, so we 
reduce the quantity of waste, the impact on the environment, and we contribute saving raw materials. 

The enviroment protection activity of Granuflex Kft. involves also the collection and processing of used tires, by 
grinding them at room temperature. This way, the group led by Granuflex Kft. accomplishes the entire process 
of recycling (collection / processing / production). 

25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
The flexible covering system of GRANUFLEX®-products is designed, produced and installed by 
Granuflex Kft., it means that our company provides a complete service to our customers. 
We have over 20 years experience of production and applications-technology behind us, we possess one 
of the most significant production capacity in Europe. 

CERTIFIED QUALITY
The first certificate of our shock absorbing products was issued by the 
Otto Graf Institute in Stuttgart, in 1990, according to Norm DIN 18 032.
Since then we have also obtained the qualification certificate according 
to Norm EN 1177 attested by the accredited qualifying institutes of TÜV. 

To the best of our knowledge Granuflex Kft. in 1994 is the first company 
in the industry to obtain ISO 9001 and certification.

Our production and quality control technology are regularly  
inspected by TÜV and by the auditing institute.  

The excellent quality of our products,
as well as the satisfaction of our cus-
tomers are the most important to us. 
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SAFETY COVERINGS TYPE  FS

The strengthened material-composion of the coloured upper layer 
of rubber bricks provides the excellent abrasion resistance, while its 
black under-layer provides great flexibility and shock absorbing 
abitity to the covering. 

The size of the bricks corresponds to the norms of the BEHATON 
(20x16 cm), 36 pcs/m2.

The basic type is a two-layer rubber tile produced of a mixture 
of recycled rubber granules and buffings and of polyurethane 
binders. 

While the reinforced material composition of the upper coloured 
layer gives the tiles an outstanding abrasion resistance, the low-
er black layer gives high flexibility and shock absorbing capabi-
lity. The upper edges of the tiles are rounded, the bottom is struc-
tured in order to achieve a better shock absorbing capacity and 
appropriate drainage.

FS tiles from the thickness of 40 mm, can be laid on well 
compacted gravel, breakstone bedding, and on concrete and 
asphalt substructure alike.

The basic type is produced of a mixture of recycled rubber gra-
nules and buffings and of coloured polyurethane binders. It has 
the proper firmness, an excellent abrasion stability and a special 
shape, see the photo on left side. The tiles are fully coloured. 

The size of the bricks corresponds to the norm of BEHATON 
(20x16 cm), 36 pc/m2.

Technical
specification
approximate 
values

SAFETY COVERING  BH BRICKS

ELASTIC COVERING BHT BRICKS
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Type Thickness
mm

Certified
HIC value mm

Size
mm/mm

Weight
kgs/m2

100
80
70
65
60

50
45
40

FS-100
FS-80
FS-70
FS-65
FS-60

FS-50
FS-45
FS-40

500×500

500×500
or

1000×1000

3000
2600
2300
2200
2100

1800
1500
1300

Connecting
system

with or without
joints and holes

 BEHATON

30

45

FS-30

BH-45

500×5001000

1400

40
35
30

without
BHT-40
BHT-35
BHT-30

BEHATON
200×160

without

FS - 100
FS - 80
FS - 70
FS - 65
FS - 60
FS - 50
FS - 45 
FS - 40
FS - 30

BH - 45

BHT -  40
BHT -  35 
BHT -  30

64
52
44
42
40

34
30
27

20

33

36
32
31
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ST-50
ST-45
ST-40

50
45
40

1800
1700
1500

ST-35
ST-30

35
30

1200
1100

25
20

EST-25
EST-20

The basic type is a tile produced from the mixture of recycled tire 
granules and buffings, and from coloured polyurethane. The tiles 
are fully coloured. The upper edges are rounded while there are 
special props on the bottom, allowing the water to flow quickly 
away and for good ventilation of the tiles.

EST - 25
EST - 20

ELASTIC COVERINGS TYPE EST 

SAFETY COVERINGS TYPE ST 

Technical
specification

approximate 
values

Connection 
system

without

The main advantage and the innovation of the new type safety 
tiles lies in better shock-absorbing capability compared to tradi-
tional rubber tiles.

Another great advantage of the new type is the increased water 
permeability and the capacity to drain off the water quickly and 
without stagnation.

The basic type is a one-layer tile produced from a mixture of 
recycled tire granules, shavings and polyurethane binders and 
in case of basic colours (red, green, black) coloured in full thick-
ness. 

The upper edges are rounded, the bottom side have studs for 
quick water draining and effective ventilation.

The safety tiles should be laid on a solid ground with a slope in 
the direction of the water draining. 

Type Dimension 
(mm)

Thickness 
(mm)

Weight 
(kgs/m²)

HIC (falling height)
(mm)

without

ST -  80
ST -  70
ST -  65 
ST -  60
ST -  55
ST -  50
ST -  45
ST -  40
ST -  35
ST -  30

500×500
500×500
500×500
500×500
500×500

ST-80
ST-70
ST-65
ST-60
ST-55

80
70
65
60
55

2600
2500
2300
2100
2000

500×500
500×500
500×500

500×500
500×500

500×500

40
38
36
32
30

26 
25 
22

21
17

18 
14
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90 
80 
70

60 
55
50
45

40
35
30

3000
2700
2400

2200
1900
1700
1600

1400
1300
1000

G - 90
G - 80
G - 70

G - 60
G - 55
G - 50
G - 45

G - 40
G - 35
G - 30

G - 90
G - 80
G - 70
G - 60
G - 55

G - 50
G - 45
G - 40
G - 35
G - 30

Technical
specification
approximate
values
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GRANUGRASS® SAFETY RUBBER TILES WITH SYNTHETIC GRASS

with joints  
and holes

The main advantage and the innovation of the new 
GRANUGRASS® safety tiles is the perfect integration 
of the synthetic turf and the shock absorbing rubber 
tile, produced of a mixture of recycled rubber gran-
ules and shavings and polyurethane binders.
The GRANUGRASS® safety tiles provide the follo-
wing advantages
• a friendly, natural feeling with outstanding abrasion 
resistance of the grass, a unique, new appearance,
• a long-life shock absorbing capacity and water per-
meability,
• a flexible, simple installation of standard rubber tiles 
for playgrounds. 
The synthetic grass is bound to the black rubber sub-
structure on the whole surface, not only at the top of 
the tile, but also at the upper part of all sides. The side 
holes for the connecting tubes also go through the 
synthetic grass, giving an additional guaranty to the 
integrated construction.
The upper edges of the tiles are rounded, the bottom 
side has water channeling grooves.

Type Thickness
mm

Certified
HIC value mm

Size
mm/mm

Weight
kgs/m2

Connecting
system

500 x 500

52
46
41

35
33
30
27

24
21
19
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20  SP-20 500x500

 GRANUFLEX® COVERING FOR STABLES 

Equestrian sports having an ever growing popularity need a bet-
ter than average safety for valuable racehorse breeding. The 
horse stable ground covering with safety rubber tiles is growing 
accordingly to protect the horses.

Our special rubber tile developed for this purpose is made of big-
ger size rubber granules and is more compacted, partly in order 
to assure the stability and load bearing capacity of the covering 
and partly in order to assure an intensive water permeability. The 
covering will be produced with urea stabile polyurethane binder.

The tiles are provided with studs in order to assure a quick liq-
uid draining. For covering of the lateral walls of the stables we 
recommend our FS-type rubber tiles in order to prevent knee 
injuries of the valuable horses.

Type Thickness 
mm

Size
mm/mm

Weight
kgs/m2

Connecting 
system

without joints and 
holes

ELASTIC TILE TYPE SP

This type of tile has been developed for fitness rooms, 
gyms with good load bearing abrasion resistance and 
at the same time with good flexibility. It is a dense 
rubber tile which is made of rubber granule from  
recycled tyres and coloured polyurethane. The 
tiles can be connected to each other with a special  
fastener element  (clip) on the bottom of the tiles.

SP -  20
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Element Size
mm kgs/m2 Connection

Horse stable tile  1000x500x50                34                              no
Horse stable tile  1000x500x40                28                              no
Horse stable tile  1000x500x30                20                              no
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Side and corner elements
The upper edges of the elements are rounded off, the center of 
the upper surface of the side elements has a groove.

The basic types are made of a mixture of recycled tire granules 
and buffings and of coloured polyurethane and they have a full-
coloured, homogeneous, well-pressed material composition to 
achieve a high abrasion-resistance in one layer.

At the side elements – through steel-plates – 4 pcs, at the corner 
elements 2 pcs, sunk screwholes are made in order to fix the 
elements to a solid substructure.

Frame element 
This is a new bordering frame, developed to border safety tiles 
laid on a loose substructure, in a simple but efficient way.
These bordering rods of 10x10 cm cross-section will be placed 
on a compressed surface, made 10 cm deeper under the planned 
covering, and they will be fixed to the ground by galvanized steel 
pipe anchors. Following this a gravel layer will be laid and com-
pressed into the frame, its thickness depends on the thickness of 
the rubber tiles. The upper surface of the safety tiles, laid on the 
gravel, must be level with  the top of the frame. The main advan-
tage of this new bordering element is the simple process without 
concrete foundation in case the ground is suitable. Using these 
elements, where the distance of the pins is 110 cm on the cor-
ners and 100 cm in the inner section, the tiles can be placed 
without cutting.

BORDERS FOR THE COVERINGS

SIDE AND 
CORNER 

ELEMENTS

FRAME ELEMENT

Type Size kgs/pc Connection

Side unit                    1000x100x100           7,0 1 steel

End unit                1100x100x100             8,0 1 steel

8

Type Thickness
mm

    Size  
mm×mm

Weight 
kgs/pc Type Thickness

mm
Size

mm×mm
Weight 
kgs/pc

Side-100
Side-80
Side-70
Side-60
Side-50
Side-45
Side-40
Side-30

10-100
10-80
10-70
10-60
10-50
10-45
10-40
10-30

250×1000

9,8
9,0
8,8
7,8
7,0
6,0
5,8
5,0

Corner-100
Corner-80
Corner-70
Corner-60
Corner-50
Corner-45
Corner-40
Corner-30

10-100
10-80
10-70
10-60
10-50
10-45
10-40
10-30

250×250

2,5
1,7
1,6
1,5
1,2
1,0
0,9
0,7
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L form border
Borders for sandpits in L-form with an outside inclination and 
rounded edges on the length.
The corner elements fitting to the side elements have an incli-
nation in two directions. The elements can be fixed together by 
3 tubes each.
The material composition is the same as of the side and corner 
elements.

Seat element
It is a highly elastic covering piece with rounded edges.
The material composition is the same as of the side and corner 
elements.

Traffic signal border
Suitable for the bordering/closing of bicycle and, walking 
paths, protection of playground and sport floor coverings for 
unwanted traffic or for temporary direction of traffic. Due to 
their elasticity – they are made of rubber – they pose no dan-
ger to vehicle tires.

Sports fields border
These elements are developed for the aesthetic and safe bor-
dering of playgrounds and sports fields coverings.
The material composition is the same as of the side and corner 
elements. The elastic elements can be easily curved. They can 
be easily fixed by laying a concrete foundation, the same way 
as at the typical – but much more dangerous – concrete border 
elements.

L FORM 
BORDER

SPORTS FIELDS 
BORDER

TRAFFIC SIGNAL
BORDER

SEAT 
ELEMENT

Element   Sizes
  mm

   Weight 
kgs/pc

Thickness
mm

Connecting 
system

L form border        145×400×1000       45                  17                 3-3 pc

Corner for L border  45×400×400        45                  5      2-2 pc

Element Sizes
mm

  Weight 
kgs/pc

Connecting 
system

Seat element          500×250×50    4      2-2 pc

Element    Cross-section  
size/mm

Weight
kgs/pc

 Length 
mm

Traffic signal border   90/80×120       1000                       15

9

ACCESSORIES

Element    Sizes
   mm

Length
mm

Weight
kgs/pc

Sports  fields border 45×250               1000    9
 50×250               1000   10
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OTHER SAFETY PRODUCTS FOR PLAYGROUNDS

UNDERPLATE FOR
SWING EQUIPMENTS

SANDBOX
BORDER

Underplate for swing 
equipments
It is a safety element for swings which is one 
of the most popular playground equipments.
This covering consists of two equal parts 
joined together by 10 connecting pipes. They 
have together an  octagonal shape with slight 
slopes around.
In case of installing on loose ground, the two 
halves are to be connected together by an ad-
hesive.
The material composition is similar to the ot-
her accessories.

Sandbox border
Well compacted elastic border element made 
of rubber granules with high flexibility, for the 
safe bordering of sand boxes.

Any multiangular sand box can be mounted 
from the border elements
Single unit: Size: 15x15x100 cm. The 30 cm 
high border is made of two units switched to-
gether with 3 connecting elements.
Double unit: Two single units are built  
together in the factory.
The sandpits borders will be fixed to the  
ground by galvanized steel tubes.

Element Size/pair
mm

kgs/pair Connection

Underplate             1290x900x50                    28                     10 pcs

Element Size
mm kgs/pc Connection

 Single unit           1000x150x150             16         1 pc steel/ 3 pcs plastic

Double unit          1000x150x300             32                   1 pc steel
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OTHER PRODUCTS 

Elastic under-plates and beddings
Protecting sheets: used for the protection of valuable waterproof 
sheets on flat roofs
Dilataton plates: for filling the movement-gaps between building 
parts
Underlayers: under parquets, carpets, etc. – e.g. in studios for 
noise absorbtion
Basic layers for polyurethane sport-floorings at athletic fields 
and in gymnastic halls.
Circus floor covering plates having a special PU coating layer
Under tramway lines as vibration absorbing carpet under the 
prefabricated concrete constructions
Under heavy machines against vibration.
In horse-boxes as a protecting covering
In shooting halls as a special covering on the walls
  ... and in many other application fields.

noise
protection,
decreasing 
of vibration, 

long life elasticity

MULTI-PURPOSE  
FLEXIBLE UNDERLAy

Underplate for washing machines
For reduction of vibration and noise and to hinder movement.

The under-plate is made of a mixture of elastic rubber granules 
and of polyurethane binder with a decorative painted border. The 
corners of the under-plate are rounded. It is produced in different 
colours, packed in a plastic bag.

UNDERPLATE FOR
WASHING MACHINES

11

Individual products

A lot of useful elements  can be produced  of proper mixtures 
of recycled rubber granules, EPDM-granules and coloured or 
colourless polyurethane binders. The elastic and weather-proof 
products can be widely used from special safety playground ele-
ments to flexible inlays of other articles.

Our well equipped factory is at the disposal of our partners to fulfil 
individual orders too.

Element Size 
mm

Thickness
mm

Weight
kgs/pc

Underplate               600×500        8                        2,5
                                 600×600        8                        3,0

Element Size 
mm

Thickness
mm

Weight
kgs/pc

Underplate             1000x500      10       5,0
       or   
                               1200x500                    10       6,0

Multi-purpose flexible underlay
- for DIy (do it yourself), assembling, or fitness
- for use as a flexible absorber to support fitness machines and base-plates
- for use as vertical protecting cover of stables to prevent injury to horses
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COLOURS AND SURFACES

The GRANUFLEX® safety tiles and their complementary elements 
can be produced in different colours and in different material com-
positions. So a wide range of selection is possible in order to select 
the best type depending on technical, aesthetic and financial con-
siderations.
Each colour or surface-type can be selected for any desired type of 
the GRANUFLEX® tiles product family (FS-50,EST-25, etc.) i.e. for 
any complementary type. (Side elements, corner elements, etc.)

1.Basic (standard) type
The material composition of the tiles and complementary ele-
ments is provided in the technical description of the concerned 
product i.e. the colour of the product is the same as the colour of 
the polyurethane binder used for the production

2.Coated (painted) type
A special ultra-violet stabil, abrasion-resistent polyurethane coat 
will be sprayed in the same colour on the top (walking surface) of 
the product produced in basic type in the desired colour.
The coated products are having an essentially bigger, nearly un-
limited individual colour selection and brighter  colours,
The coated type has an essentially better colour stability and 
abrasion-resistancy than the basic types.

A few basic colours:

  red green black

blue   yellow gray
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EPDM TILES

3.Types with EPDM upper layers
The basic types are produced from black rubber – recycled tire 
– granules and polyurethane binder. Because of abrasion during 
normal wear and tear, the upper thin coat of the granules will be 
worn off first on the top and the colour of the tile will be more and 
more black by the appearance of the black rubber granules.
The additional, thin, abrasion resistant coating of the painted 
types essentially slow down this process and the durability of the 
tile lasts longer.

The eventual appearance of the black rubber granules is avoid-
able only in case of tile types with EPDM granule coverings.

The upper layer made of a mixture of EPDM granules and of 
colourless polyurethane binder maintains its colour even after 
the abrasion of several mm as this synthetic rubber is coloured 
in the basic material.

The EPDM granules are produced in a wide colour range. (24 
different basic colours + individual requests). The colour avail-
ability is nearly unlimited as the upper layer can be made not 
only of a single colour but also from a mix of different colours.

We can give a very decorative – marble-like – look to the tiles, if 
we mix different colours of the EPDM granules or if we mix them 
with black rubber granules:

For the production of individual colours a minimum 
quantity of tiles is required.
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LAYING THE TILES

Laying the tiles
The type of the proper GRANUFLEX® tiles must be carefully se-
lected according to the desired requirements. If using them on 
a playground as a safety covering, a safety tile thick enough to 
assure the ”protection height” should be chosen accoording to 
the standards of EN 1176 and 1177 depending on the type and 
the height of the constructed play-equipments. At the places of 
stronger use it is advisable to take the types of higher abrasion 
resistancy (e.g.with EPDM upper layer). On coverings without 
special shock-absorbing requirements, as on terraces, walk 
ways, places around swimming pools, the more compact types, 
or the types with an upper layer of better abrasion-resistancy can 
assure the covering an essentially better durability. 
Legal deviation in sizes: +/- 2mm.

The substructure for the GRANUFLEX® tiles can be concrete, 
asphalt, gravel or a well-pressed sand bedding, as well.
The coverings are water-permeable. At the planning and making 
the substructure it is recommended to take care of the free flow 
of the water through, to prevent the loss of colour or aging too 
quickly.

At the flooring works it must be considered that the thermal ex-
pansion of the tiles, due to the used raw-materials, might have a 
value +/- 1% (especially in case of thin tiles).

To ensure the best quality of the playground for a long time it is ad-
visable to glue the tiles upon a firm (concrete or asphalt) surface.

It is necessary to bond the tiles under 40 mm thickness or the 
tiles produced with EPDM to a firm surface.

Our safety tiles type FS from 40 mm thickness without EPDM 
top layer and GRANUGRASS® tiles can be layed down on well 
compacted subbase as grawel or sand.

If laying the tiles on a not solid ground (e.g. on sand) we recom-
mend the following:
• It is advisable to take a type with built-in connection tubes or         
the type of rubber brick which can be laid in bonding.
• A concrete foundation should be built around the covering to 
which the bordering elements can be fixed by screws. If this 
possibility is not available, it is recommended to protect the tiles 
against separation (e.g. by garden bordering elements or sport 
floor borders etc).
• The tiles can be fixed to each other by bonding or by tube con-
nection parts. The tiles can be glued together at the edges. We 
recommend a glue of polyurethan base, but any other glue, that 
is suitable to bond rubber outdoor is acceptable.

The tiles can be glued to a firm substructure (i.e. concrete,  
asphalt, floor-tiles, etc) or to the wall with the a.m. glueing  
materials, too.
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CONNECTION, PACKAGING, STORING, MAINTENANCE 

Connection system
The GRANUFLEX® FS tiles and the GRANUGRASS® tiles with 
synthetic grass can be produced with a connection system of 
holes and pins, if requested.
On the 4 edges of the tiles 2-2 holes (on the tiles of 1000x1000 
mm 4-4 holes on two edges) will be made during the production. 
The holes divide the length of the tiles into ¼ and ¾ parts 
and the tiles can be laid in bond or interlocking. There are plastic 
tubes fitting exactly into the holes produced at the edges.  
Altogether 16 tubes are needed for each m2 for tiles of 50x50 
cm, or 8 pieces for the tiles of 1x1 m.
The covering fixed by these tubes can be taken apart without 
damage and laid again, if necessary.

Packing, storing
We deliver our products on pallets, generally of 100x100 cm 
covered by plastic sheets with protection against rainfall on the 
top and banded with protection on the edges. The quantity of 
products to be placed on one pallet depends on its weight/m2: 
the weight of a pallet is usually 950-1000 kg.

General instructions for storage:
• The pallets of nearly 1 ton weight should be placed on 
a firm, even ground. Do not place a pallet on the top of  
another! The extremely high weight caused by inappropriate storage 
may cause a durable deformation of the flexible tiles on the  
bottom of the pallets.
• If storing in open-air with no rain protection for extended pe-
riod of time, the plastic covering should be opened to give the 
products a proper ventilation. The tiles may colour and they may 
premature aging if laying in humidity or water for a longer time.

Maintenance of the coverings
The GRANUFLEX® elastic tile coverings generally do not need 
any special care.
It is recommended to clean the coverings on places of higher use or 
indoors.The tiles can be cleaned with the usual cleaning and desin-
fecting chemicals, and with wet cleaning machine, too.

The rubber tiles of normal material compositon become at normal 
use more and more dark and the upper granules may get abra-
ded after a time. Before that time the covering can be economically 
renewed by spraying a new thin polyurethane coat on it.
We do not accept responsibility for colour changes resulting from 
normal use of the tiles.

The durability of the coverings can be multiplied if porperly 
renewed from time to time (every 4-6 years, depending on 
the use)!
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